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Rezumat. SingulArch este o bază de date relațională executabilă pentru computere și a fost proiectată pentru colectarea tuturor tipurilor de date despre săpăturile arheologice. Poate fi folosită de geologi, biologi și alte persoane care lucrează pe teren, precum și pentru orice alt scop
care implică colectarea de date și coordonate.
În acest studiu vom arăta o soluție pentru o eroare comună în utilizarea stațiilor totale
cu baza de date relațională SingulArch și un instrument dedicat Excel. Câteva probleme de bază
pot apărea în timpul măsurătorilor, iar dacă sunt necorectate se pot pierde multe date. În cazul
discutat aici, tahimetrul corect staționat este rotit atunci când este oprit și când este pornit, iar
toate măsurătorile aterizează într-un teren adiacent.
Cuvinte cheie: MsAccess, SingulArch, Excel, Tool_Korr.xls, program CAD.

1. Introduction

SingulArch1 serves the computer-aided documentation of archaeological excavations. SingulArch is an ACCESS 2000 based database, cheap and widely used in
Germany. Since the full version of SingulArch comes as a runtime version, you can
work with it even if you do not have Microsoft ACCESS yourself (for example, it is
not possible to filter records and compress the database). SingulArch is a .mde file so
that you can read and modify tables, queries and macros in the draft as well, but not
forms, reports and modules (see MS ACCESS documentation on this topic).
From version 4.0: The user interface is only installed once on your computer.
For each dig you start, set up a project file on your PC. A project database contains
only the data of an excavation. Of course, you can manage any number of SingulArch
projects in parallel on a single computer. From version 5.0: DigaDat is included in
SingulArch.
After the end of the excavation you can attach a copy of your project to the
documentation.

2. The Formula
In order to correct total station rotation error in SingulArch we show in the
following how to move the erroneous data back in CAD, and also how to mathe1
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matically change the false values to correct ones. The reason for not merely changing
the location of the points in CAD is that the relational database uses the geolocation
of the features to calculate approximate dimensions, determine which plan it is on,
and to export scripts to draw the features in CAD in their correct location.
A simple renewed rotation is needed when the device was illicitly rotated. You
will find that you have features outside of the excavation, or within it, but wrongly
located. Other mistakes will be treated in a later article.
The first question then is, whether the location of the tachymeter is known. It
will become the center of rotation for correcting the data underlying the drawing.
How do we compensate for the missing stationing point of the tachymeter, if
unknown?
We need two points, both of which were measured in erroneous rotation, and
later or (earlier) were measured correctly. We join point 1 with point 1a with a line in
CAD. Then we join point 2 with point 2a. We place a line at right angles through the
center of each connecting line. Where the lines intersect, is the location of the tachymeter when the data was rotated (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. CAD: Locating Station.
Just to move the plotted data in CAD, we make a block of the wrongly plotted
data (a block in CAD is an assemblage of elements, it can be moved or modified as
one object). Gripping the block in CAD by a known point, you drag that displaced
known point 1 to the correct known point 1a. Then, rotate around that known point,
until known point 2 overlies known point 2a. You must note the X and Y displacements, and the radiants of rotation. If only a rotation is needed, note the value in radiants. If you are happy only to have the CAD file, you can finish here. However, the
raw data will still be unrotated. This needs modifying, if you wish to use the data for
known coordinates, such as the exact location of features in the Country’s coordinate
system.
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If your stationing point is correct, and the rotation occurred after stationing,
use the recorded (!) station coordinates as rotation point, if not, proceed as above, and
then using the CAD command ‘identify point’ insert the geometrically determined
rotation point in Excel tab Start.
Here we see how important it is to always measure at least 2 known points.
If you only are measuring only once, include at least two field or building corners,
from which you later can extract coordinates using an analog or digital plan.
Once you have established the stationing point, you input it into the Excel file
Tool_Korr.xls on sheet Start (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Start Tab showing Limits of Excavation,
False and Correct Points, Rotation Point.
You must also input there the radiants (r) of rotation which you previously
established. In our case we imported the tachymeter data into SingulArch 2.1a, an
executable Microsoft Access relational database. In this database the data sets are use
consecutive number, feature number, coordinates X, Y, Z, date/time, plotting code etc.
This wrong, rotated data can be highlighted and copied into the tab Ein (see Fig. 3)
in the Excel file Tool_Korr.
The tab Um (Fig. 4) reads the data from tab Ein, and writes it to tab Aus (see Fig. 5).
The equation involved in the rotation is in the tab Um to generate the correct coordinates:

X = [A2 × cos(G2) + B2 × sin(G2)] + (E2)
where: A2=(Ein!C2)-(Um!E2), B2=(Ein!D2)-(Um!F2), G2=(Start!E10), E2=(Start!E6).
Analogously for Y. In further data sets the A2 becomes A3, A4, A5 etc.
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Fig. 2. Ein Tab.
The data from tab Aus (taken from tab Ein, and where changed, from tab Um)
can be copied and pasted into the database, ideally the changed data in Excel tab Aus
is highlighted, and the copied wrong data from SingulArch is also marked. That makes
it easy to paste the corrected data sets into SingulArch, and then parsed into a script2
for CAD. The newly generated contours in CAD should be identical to the original ones
corrected by hand. One great difference is that the newly generated text components
are not rotated, they are horizontal.
Macros must be activated to use the internal links.
2

Scripts are text files which contain a series of commands. Singularch, on the basis of the codes
saved with the measurements, creates such scripts to draw excavation limits, feature contours,
Levels, Section lines and any geological or physical object needing to be recorded.
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Fig. 4. Um Tab.

Fig. 5. Aus Tab.
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3. Summary
Where a mere CAD drawing, topologically correct, is required, the act of
shifting and/or rotating erroneously rotated measurements suffices.
When using the georeferencing data as part of the site documentation, the raw
data must be changed too.
The above described procedure does that quickly, and SingulArch generates the
correct script for CAD.
The Excel file contains a help tab (Fig. 6) in German:

Fig. 6. Help Tab.
The Excel file can be acquired by e-mailing jana@pauliny-toth.de. It is free to
use and modify, but the name must be preserved as credit on the main page. Use of the
file should be credited in the excavation report.
This file, as it is, is only for use with SingulArch using the Nikon tachymeter
export data format.
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